Abstract. The Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) is becoming a popular way of screening gastrointestinal system diseases and cancer. However, the time-consuming process in inspecting WCE data limits its applications and increases the cost of examinations. This paper considers WCE-based gastric ulcer detection, in which the major challenge is to detect the lesions in a local region. We propose an approach named infinite curriculum learning, which generalizes curriculum learning to an infinite sampling space by approximately measuring the difficulty of each patch by its scale. This allows us to adapt our model from local patches to global images gradually, leading to a consistent accuracy gain. Experiments are performed on a large dataset with more than 3 million WCE images. Our approach achieves a binary classification accuracy of 87%, and is able to detect some lesions mis-annotated by the physicians. In a real-world application, our approach can reduce the workload of a physician by 90%-98% in gastric ulcer screening.
Introduction
Gastrointestinal (GI) system cancer has become a major threat to human lives with the improvement of diet [10] . The early diagnosis and treatment of GI diseases are fundamental in reducing the death rate of GI system cancer. However, many GI diseases do dot have specified symptoms [8] . Although conventional gastroscopy check provides a standard of diagnosis, the high requirement of equipments and the low acceptance degree in population (mainly caused by the pain brought to the patients by this check) limit its application in screening GI diseases. In comparison, the Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) offers a lowrisk, non-invasive visual inspection of the patient's digestive tract compared to the traditional endoscopy [5] . It has been recommended as a first-line examination tool to be used during a routine examination [9] .
One of the main challenges in the WCE-based examinations is the sparsity of useful information. For each patient, around 55,000 pictures are taken in the patient's digestive track, but the evidences of abnormalities (e.g., Crohns disease, ulcers, blood-based abnormalities and polyps, etc.) only appear in a few of them. It takes a physician 45 minutes to several hours to finish the visual analysis [4] , yet the performance is far from satisfaction [13] . This raises the importance in designing an AI system to reduce the burden of the physicians, the cost of the WCE-based examinations, and improve the accuracy. The topic of automatically inspecting WCE data has attracted a lot of attentions in the conventional image processing area [5] [7] [11] [12] . Recently, the fast development of deep learning especially convolutional neural networks [6] has brought us a new opportunity in boosting the performance of analyzing WCE data.
In this paper we consider gastric ulcer, one of the most common GI diseases that can be seen in WCE images [2] . We collected a large dataset with more than 3 million images, but within it, only 1% of them were annotated with lesion areas around the ulcer. As shown in Figure 1 , the size of the lesion area may vary, but most lesions are very small. There are, in general, two ways of learning from these data, i.e., training a classifier on local patches and global images, respectively. Both models have their advantages and disadvantages. Local models are sensitive to small lesions, but can also produce a lot of false alarms. Global models run much faster, but suffer from a relatively low classification accuracy.
To take both benefits and avoid drawbacks, we present the infinite curriculum learning approach. The core idea is the same as curriculum learning [1] , i.e., ranking the training samples according to their difficulties, training a classifier first on simple patches, and then adapting it gradually to the entire images. Our key innovation is to generalize this approach to an infinite sampling space by a reasonable approximation, which only uses the scale of each patch to measure its difficulty. Our approach achieves a binary classification accuracy of 87% (part of false-positives were caused by mis-annotation) on a large-scale dataset, which significantly outperforms the baseline. Applied to a real-world scenario, our approach reduces the workload of a physician by 90%-98%.
Our Approach

Background and Motivation
Let our training data be a finite set S = {(X n , y n , R n )} N n=1 where N is the number of samples. For each n, X n is a 480 × 480 × 3 matrix (where the last dimension indicates the RGB channels) and y n ∈ {0, 1} is the label, i.e., whether gastric ulcers can be observed from X n . If y n = 1, i.e., gastric ulcers are detected, then R n contains several bounding boxes, each of which covers a lesion area, otherwise R n = ∅. The goal is to design a functionỹ = f (X; θ) to classify each testing image X, where θ is the model parameters. In the context of deep learning, f (·; θ) is a hierarchical neural network, and θ is the weights, mostly related to the convolutional layers.
More specifically, we train a 101-layer deep residual network [3] as f (·; θ). This network takes an 224 × 224 input image, uses one 7 × 7 convolutional layer and 33 channel bottleneck modules (99 layers in total) to down-sample the image to 7 × 7, and finally applies one fully-connected layer for classification. There is a residual connection between the input and output of each bottleneck, which accelerates convergence and enables us to train it from scratch.
However, there are still two major challenges. First, due to the way of data annotation (detailed in Section 3.1), the number of positive training samples is very limited. Second, when the capsule is moving within the stomach, the camera may capture the gastric ulcer in various viewpoints, resulting a large variation in the scale and position of the lesion area. Most gastric ulcers annotated by the physicians are of a small size, i.e., 85% of the annotated lesions are smaller than 1/25 of the entire image (e.g., Figure 1 (c)). However, detecting a large lesion (e.g., Figure 1 (d)) is also important in diagnosis. These difficulties motivate us to design an approach which first learns from small patches, and then gradually adjusts itself to the entire image 4 . We use the curriculum learning framework [1] to implement this idea.
Curriculum Learning in an Infinite Sampling Space
We start with sampling patches. In each case (X n , y n , R n ), we randomly sample a disc with a diameter in [96, 480] (the diameter of X n is 480) which covers all lesion areas in R n , if R n = ∅. The entire image X is always sampled as a patch -this is to confirm that we preserve all full-image training data, as the final goal is full-image classification. We denote each sampled patch by (X m , y m ). Note that the sampling space is an infinite set.
Then, we define a function c(X m , y m , θ) to compute the complexity of each training sample (X m , y m ). It is a weighted sum of two terms, i.e., c(X m , y m , θ) =
where r(X m ) and |y m − f (X m ; θ)| 2 are named the image complexity and classification complexity of (X m , y m ), respectively. r(X m ) is larger when X m is more complex. Then, we partition the training set into K subgroups S = S 1 + S 2 + . . . + S K , and guarantee that for 1 k 1 < k 2 K, we have c X m1 , y m1 , θ < c X m2 , y m2 , θ , ∀ X m1 , y m1 ∈ S k1 and ∀ X m2 , y m2 ∈ S k2 . The training process is composed of K stages, and the model is allowed to see the data in l k S l at the k-th stage, i.e., the complexity of training data goes up gradually.
To better fit our problem, we make two modifications. First, we define the image complexity r(X m ) to be proportional to the scale of X m , e.g., the diameter of X m divided by 480 (the maximal diameter). This aligns with our motivation, i.e., training the model on small (and so easy) patches first, and then tuning it on large (and so difficult) cases. The classification complexity |y m − f (X m ; θ)| 2 depends on the parameters θ, and thus needs to be updated with training. But, note that there are an infinite number of patches, so computing this function on each of them becomes intractable. An approximate and efficient solution is to switch off this term, allowing the complexity of a patch to be completely determined by its size. In fact, we find that for any two patches X m1 , y m1 and X m2 , y m2 , the probability of
close to 1 when r X m2 − r X m1 is sufficiently large, e.g., greater than 1/5. Therefore, we partition the sampled patch set S into K = 5 subsets. Second, as the final goal is full-image classification, we do not continue training on the small patches used previously when we enter a new stage. In practice, this strategy improves the stability as well as overall performance of our approach, because the sampling space does not increase with time.
The training process is illustrated in Figure 2 . We perform a total of 120 epochs. Each epoch contains ∼ 170 iterations with a mini-batch size of 256. The base learning rate is 0.1, and divided by a factor of 10 after 40 and 80 epochs. The five subsets S 1 through S 5 are used orderly. Except for S 5 which is used in the last 40 epochs, all others are used in 20 epochs. We train on the full images for a longer stage to improve the stability in the testing stage. Note that all subsets are infinite, so we sample patches in an online manner. Each training image is randomly rotated by α ∈ [0 • , 360 • ) (data augmentation), resized into 224×224, masked (all pixels within the minimal square that covers it but outside the disc are set to be black), and finally fed into the deep network.
Experiments
Dataset and Evaluation
We collected a dataset of Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) images for gastric ulcer classification. As far as we know, there is no public dataset for this purpose. Detailed statistics are summarized in Table 1 . Our dataset is collected from 1,838 patients. Among them, 1,499 have at least one frame annotated with gastric ulcers. On all ulcer frames, the physicians manually labeled a bounding box for each lesion area. The physicians annotated with confidence, i.e., only those regions containing enough information to make decisions were annotated, which implies that part of ulcer frames were not annotated (see Figure 3 for examples).
The set of positive samples contains the 33,943 images labeled with gastric ulcers, and the negative set contains all 766,229 images from the 339 nonulcer patients. We randomly split the patients into 4 folds of approximately the same size, and perform standard cross-validation. In all testing sets, there are roughly the same number of positive and negative cases. We report the average classification accuracy as well as the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Table 2 . Classification accuracy (%) and area-under-curve (AUC, %) values for each fold and with respect to different learning strategies. 
Quantitative Results
We denote our approach by CURRIC 5, i.e., the 5-stage infinite curriculum learning approach described in Section 2.2. To verify its effectiveness, we consider four other learning strategies with the same number of epochs, learning rates, etc. The first one is named RANDOM, which samples a patch of a random size in [96, 480] throughout the entire training process. The second one, named FULL, instead fixes the patch size to be 480. These two variants simply use one training stage without taking the benefits of curriculum learning. The third and fourth variants reduce the number of stages by combining the first four stages and the last two stages, leading to a 2-stage process (CURRIC 2) and a 4-stage process (CURRIC 4), respectively. By combining several stages, we keep the total number of epochs, and use the union of the original subsets in the combined stage. Results are summarized in Table 2 . We can first conclude that the CURRIC 5 approach achieves the highest overall performance, i.e., a 87.02% classification accuracy and a 93.83% AUC value. Both these numbers are significantly higher than FULL (e.g., 13.41% relative classification error drop), the direct baseline, indicating the effectiveness of curriculum learning. By contrast, the RANDOM approach produces much lower (yet unstable among different epochs) accuracies using completely random sampling. This is partly because the training process does not align with the final goal, which is full image classification. This also explains the improvement from CURRIC 4 to CURRIC 5. When we use the last 40 epochs to adjust the RANDOM model (i.e., CURRIC 2), much higher performance is achieved. In addition, the advantage of CURRIC 2 over FULL also implies the importance of using random-sized patches to capture multi-scale information, and that of CURRIC 5 over CURRIC 2 suggests that curriculum learning is an effective way of controlling random data distributions in the training process. Some classification examples are shown in Figure 3 . Our approach can detect some positive samples which were not annotated by the physicians.
Application to Gastric Ulcer Screening
To apply our approach to gastric ulcer screening, we first notice several facts. First, the major problem that bothers the physicians is the large number of frames to be checked. Second, a gastric ulcer patient often has a number of positive frames, and detecting any one of them is able to diagnose the presence of gastric ulcers. Therefore, we modify the classification threshold, setting 0.8 to be a high threshold, and 0.6 to be a medium threshold 5 . The physician first checks all high-confidence frames; if no ulcers are detected, he/she turns to check the medium-confidence ones. If still nothing suspicious is found, this patient is considered free of gastric ulcers. Using this system, we reduce the number of frames to check for each patient from roughly 3,000 to 60-300, which largely saves time for a physician to screen gastric ulcers. The average time for our system to process 3,000 frames does not exceed 40 seconds.
Conclusions
This paper presents an approach, named infinite curriculum learning, for classifying WCE images according to the presence of gastric ulcers. This is motivated by the requirement of detecting multi-scale, especially small lesions, meanwhile being transferable to full images. To sample from an infinite space, we design an efficient way to compute the complexity of each sample only by its size, leading to a training schedule in which the patch size is gradually increased until reaching the maximum (full image). While being simple, our approach achieves consistent accuracy gain over the baseline. Setting a high classification threshold enables our approach to largely reduce the workload of the physicians.
